
"Al Abira Overseas Services" Overseas Employment agencies in Pakistan, supplying manpower to entire 

Middle Eastern region especially in UAE and Saudi Arabia and some other part of the world. We are 

providing the best recruitment options and elite employment service in Pakistan. The company was 

established with the ultimate vision of serving Pakistan with most reliable overseas recruitment services 

and wish to become top the list of manpower recruitment agencies in Pakistan. As in our group we 

already Top Travel agency 5 STAR AVIATION PRIVATE LIMITED since 2014. 

" Al Abira Overseas Services " is the most renowned overseas employment agency in Pakistan, which is 

also authentic and licensed recruitment agency. We hold a license approved by Ministry of Labor, 

manpower and overseas Pakistanis, Government of Pakistan. Our overseas employment agency license 

no: OP&HRD/4330/KAR can easily be verified by Labor Department in Pakistan. Our authenticity in 

terms of overseas employment, is taking us to newer heights from time to time and help us gain clients 

overseas, who firmly believe in our manpower placements. 

 

With respect to the services like human resource management, overseas recruitment, staffing, 

employment, consultancy, manpower placement and supply, our official manpower bureau is fully 

equipped with the latest technology. From the very basic facilities of Tele/Telefax, Cellular Services, 

Internet, Email, Website and experienced human resource and manpower placement consultants to 

interview chambers, conference rooms, audio & video conferencing facilities, security and company-

wide networking; everything is readily available to serve the human resource requirements in our 

manpower bureau. With these on board facilities, the process is fast and accurate avoiding delays in 

manpower placement, overseas. 

 

For our overseas clients, willing to hire manpower from Pakistan in their prestigious organizations, we 

offer especial human resource services like interviewing, background check, authenticity of the 

manpower etc. upon request. After all the satisfactory manpower inquiry in terms of manpower 

placement to our overseas client companies, we recommend the manpower and supply as per demand. 

This is the ultimate vision of our manpower placement bureau, to generate opportunities for manpower 

in Pakistan and grow our recruitment agency with the overseas clients through joint ventures to top the 

list of manpower recruitment agencies in Pakistan. 

 

We look forward to professional participation in manpower placement and exceptional manpower 

recruitment options through our dedicated human resource team, in your growth and progress built by 

our distinguished selection of manpower by our experienced human resource consultants. 


